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This cassette is the debut solo release from Andrew Fogarty (also of Boys of Summer and
Toymonger) and it builds on the same dreamy electronic textures as his other projects. Caught
somewhere between '80s sci-fi soundtracks, sound effects, and drifting electronics, the music
on this EP is a shimmering blend of styles and sounds.

Munitions Family

The two pieces on the cassette both investigate the variety of tones that can be wrought from
analogue synthesizers. The bubbling and racing sounds Fogarty extracts from his synths on
side A gives a feeling of traveling at speed through a kaleidoscope. Some of Fogarty’s style is
instantly recognizable from his work in Boys of Summer but he expands his palette significantly
throughout this and the subsequent piece. Ray guns, radiation, tractor beams, force fields and
teleporters: these are the kind of images that come to mind listening to Dinosaur.

Side B is an altogether warmer piece as dozens of balmy loops and layered melodies compete
with each other; the mix boiling like a primordial soup during a storm. Suddenly the chaos gives
way to a wet, pulsing noise which steadily increases in its intensity. The piece eventually returns
to a similar kind of kosmische-influenced sound-scape like on side A.
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While Dinosaur does not shift Boys of Summer from the top of my favorite Fogarty-related
projects, it does pack enough punch to be a serious contender. Both sides of the tape show
enough variation and tonal development to place Reptile Brain beyond the categorization of
simple noise. There is more in common here with music from the BBC’s Radiophonic Workshop
than with the contemporary noise scene; granted this is not that unusual but Fogarty does it with
a lot of class.
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